Devin Ezop
Devin Ezop serves as Owner, President, and CEO of Metro
Wire and Cable Corporation.
Devin is a proud graduate of the University of Detroit Mercy
(Bachelor of Science - Business Administration). Upon
graduation, Devin worked for a large, utility provider in Metro
Detroit serving in Human Resource and Operations roles.
This experience has poised Devin to know how a key market
segment of Metro Wire’s operates as well as learning a tremendous amount about power
generation and transmission. “Working for a utility company allowed me to learn the various
roles and challenges many of our customers face,” states Devin. “Having this knowledge allows
us to think about ways in which we service utility contractors, utility companies, and our various
industrial customers.”
After several years, Devin joined the team at Metro Wire. Beginning in the warehouse, he
learned how to cut, ship, and coordinate deliveries, before moving into Operations where he
assisted Metro’s order entry, data management, and purchasing functions. “These various roles
allowed me to learn first-hand the ins and outs of all aspects of our organization,” states Devin.
Following these various capacities, Devin became the General Manager of Metro in 2008.
Overseeing all day-to-day aspects, this is where Devin has one of his fondest memories of
working at Metro to date, the opening of Metro Wire-Iowa City. “Building a facility from the
ground up in a new geographic region was a challenge but also a great experience. I still
remember driving from Detroit to Iowa City with other employees to stock the shelves,” states
Devin. “Watching how successful this branch has been in supplying our Central US and West
Coast customers has been gratifying based on the entire team effort.”
In 2016, Devin assumed ownership through purchase from Don and Cheryl Ezop. Now on its
second generation of family leadership, Devin maintains many of the same approaches as the
first forty years of operations, while looking at new approaches to conduct business. “My goal
moving forward is to continue to provide the high quality service and product knowledge that our
customers have learned to expect from us for the past forty years. This, while offering innovative
products and solutions, is what I want our customers to know and expect when they call us.”
Devin and his wife (Nora) reside in Metro Detroit with their two children. In his spare time, Devin
enjoys spending time with family and friends, being outdoors, and traveling.
Devin can be reached at 1-586-264-3050 or devinezop@metrowire.net.
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